The large j asymptotic behavior of 4-dimensional spin foam amplitude is investigated for the extended spin foam model (Conrady-Hnybida extension) on a simplicial complex. We study the most general situation in which timelike tetrahedra with timelike triangles are taken into account. The large j asymptotic behavior is determined by critical configurations of the amplitude. We identify the critical configurations that correspond to the Lorentzian simplicial geometries with timelike tetrahedra and triangles. Their contributions to the amplitude are phases asymptotically, whose exponents equal to Regge action of gravity. The amplitude also contains critical configurations corresponding to non-degenerate split signature 4-simplices and degenerate vector geometries.
The large j asymptotic behavior of 4-dimensional spin foam amplitude is investigated for the extended spin foam model (Conrady-Hnybida extension) on a simplicial complex. We study the most general situation in which timelike tetrahedra with timelike triangles are taken into account. The large j asymptotic behavior is determined by critical configurations of the amplitude. We identify the critical configurations that correspond to the Lorentzian simplicial geometries with timelike tetrahedra and triangles. Their contributions to the amplitude are phases asymptotically, whose exponents equal to Regge action of gravity. The amplitude also contains critical configurations corresponding to non-degenerate split signature 4-simplices and degenerate vector geometries.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin foam models arise as a covariant formulation of Loop Quantum Gravity (LQG), for a review, see [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . A spin foam can be regraded as a Feynmann diagram with 5-valent vertices, corresponding to quantum 4-simplices, as building blocks of the discrete quantum spacetime. The boundary of a 4-simplex contains 5 tetrahedra. As one of the popular spin foam models, the Lorentzian Engle-Pereira-Rovelli-Livine/Freidel-Krasnov (EPRL/FK) model comes with a gauge-fixing within each tetrahedron such that in the local frame the timelike normal vector of the tetrahedron reads u = (1, 0, 0, 0), known as the "time-gauge". As a result, this model is subject to the restriction that tetrahedra and triangles are all spacelike [6] . However, in the extended spin foam model by Conrady and Hnybida, some tetrahedron normal vectors are chosen to be spacelike u = (0, 0, 0, 1). As a result, the model contains timelike tetrahedra and triangles [7] [8] [9] .
The semiclassical behavior of spin foam model is determined by its large-j asymptotics. Recently there have been many investigations of large-j spin foams, in particular the asymptotics of EPRL/FK model [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] , and models with cosmological constant [19, 20] . It has been shown that, in large-j asymptotics, the spin foam amplitude is dominant by the contributions from critical configurations, which gives the simplicial geometries and discrete Regge action on a simplicial complex. The resulting geometries from the above analysis only have spacelike tetrahedra and spacelike triangles. Recently, the asymptotics of the Hnybida-Conrady extended model with timelike tetrahedron was investigated in [21] . The critical configurations of the extended model give simplicial geometries containing timelike tetrahedra. But the * liu.hongguang@cpt.univ-mrs.fr † hanm@fau.edu limitation is that all the triangles are still spacelike within each timelike tetrahedron.
In this paper we extend the semiclassical analysis of extended model to general situations, in which we take into account both timelike tetrahedra and timelike triangles. Our work is motivated by the examples of geometries in classical Lorentzian Regge calculus, and their convergence to smooth geometries [22] [23] [24] . In all examples the Regge geometries contain timelike triangles. In order to have the Regge geometries emerge as critical configurations from spin foam model, we have to extend the semiclassical analysis to contain timelike triangles.
In our analysis, we first derive the large-j integral form of the extended spin foam model with coherent states for timelike triangles. The large-j asymptotic analysis is based on the stationary phase approximation of the integral. The asymptotics of the integral is a sum of contributions from critical configurations.
Before coming to our main result, we would like to mention some key assumptions for the validity of the result: The following results are valid when we assume every timelike tetrahedron containing at least one spacelike and one timelike triangle. It is the case in all Regge geometry examples mentioned above. Our results also apply to some special cases when all triangles in a tetrahedron are timelike. Moreover all tetrahedra in our discussion are assumed to be nondegenerate. Here we don't consider the critical configurations with a degenerate tetrahedron. Finally, the Hessian evaluated at every critical configuration is assumed to be a non-degenerate matrix.
The main result is summarized as follows: Firstly for a single 4-simplex and its vertex amplitude, it is important to have boundary data satisfy the length matching condition and orientation matching condition. Namely, (1) among the 5 tetrahedra reconstructed by the boundary data (by Minkowski Theorem), each pair of them are glued with their common triangles matching in shape (match their 3 edge lengths), and (2) all tetrahedra have the same orientation. The amplitude has critical con-figurations only if these 2 conditions are satisfied, otherwise the amplitude is suppressed asymptotically, The critical configurations have geometrical interpretations as geometrical 4-simplices, which may generally have one of three possible signatures: Lorentzian, split, or degnerate.
• When the 4-simplex has Lorentzian signatures:
The contribution at the critical configuration is given by a phase, whose exponent is Regge action with a sign related to orientations, i.e. the vertex amplitude gives asymptotically
(1.1)
up to an overall phase depending on the boundary coherent state. The Regge action in the 4-simplex reads S ∆ = f A f θ f with A f the area of triangle f . θ f relates to the dihedral angle Θ f by θ f = π − Θ f . The area spectrum is different between timelike and spacelike triangles in a timelike tetrahedron.
timelike triangle γj f spacelike triangle (1.2) n f ∈ Z + satisfies the simplicity constraint n f = γs f where s f ∈ R + labels the continuous series irreps of SU (1, 1) . j f ∈ Z + /2 labels the discrete series irreps of SU (1, 1) . N ± are geometric factors depend on the lengths and orientations of the reconstructed 4 simplex.
• The reconstructed 4-simplices have split signatures: The vertex amplitude gives asymptotically up an overall phase. Here S ∆ = f A f θ f where θ f is a boost dihedral angle.
• The reconstructed 4-simplices are degenerate (vector geometry) and there is a single critical point. The asymptotical vertex amplitude is given by a phase depending on the boundary coherent states.
It is important to remark that for a vertex amplitude containing at least one timelike and one spacelike tetrahedron, critical configurations only give Lorentzian 4-simplices, while the split signature and degenerate 4-simplex do not appear. The last 2 cases only appear when all tetrahedra are timelike in a vertex amplitude. The situation is similar to Lorentzian EPRL/FK model, where the Euclidean signature and degenerate 4-simplex appear because all tetrahedra are spacelike.
Our analysis is generalized to the spin foam amplitude on a simplicial complex K with many 4-simplices. We identify the critical configurations corresponding to simplicial geometries with all 4-simplices being Lorentzian and globally oriented. The configurations come in pairs, corresponding to opposite global orientations. Each pair gives the following asymptotic contribution to the spin foam amplitude (up to an overall phase)
where
is the Regge action on the simplicial complex, up to a boundary term with p f ∈ Z (p f is the number of 4-simplices sharing f minus 1). The additional boundary term p f A f π doesn't affect the Regge equation of motion.
Here the simplicial geometries and Regge action generally contain timelike tetrahedra and timelike triangles. ε f is the deficit angle. ε f and θ f at timelike triangles are given by
Θ f (v) is the dihedral angle within the 4-simplex at v. It is a rotation angle between spacelike normals of tetrahedra, because the tetrahedra sharing a timelike triangle are all timelike.
To obtain (1.4), we have assumed each bulk triangle is shared by an even number of 4-simplices. This assumption is true in many important examples of classical Regge calculus. This paper is organized as follows. In section II, we write the coherent states for timelike triangles in large j approximation and express the spin foam amplitude in terms of the coherent states. In section III, we derive and analyze the critical equations. The critical equations are reformulated in geometrical form for a timelike tetrahedron containing both spacelike and timelike triangles. Then in section IV, we reconstruct nondegenerate simplicial geometries from critical configurations. In section V, the critical configurations for degenerate geometries are analyzed. Finally in section VII, we derive the difference between phases evaluated at pairs of critical configurations corresponding to opposite orientated simplicial geometries.
II. SPINFOAM AMPLITUDE IN TERMS OF SU(1,1) CONTINUOUS COHERENT STATES
The spin foam amplitude on a simplicial manifold K can be expressed in the coherent state representation:
Here |Ψ ρn is coherent states of SL(2, C) in the unitary irrep H (ρ,n) . By SU(1, 1) decomposition of SL(2, C) unitary irrep, SL(2, C) irrep is isomorphic to a direct sum of irreps of SU (1, 1) . The area of timelike triangles is related to SU(1, 1) spin s and the Immirzi parameter γ by A f = γ s 2 + 1/4 which is consistent with the spectrum from canonical approach [7, 25] . However, the solution of quantum simplicity constraint on timelike triangles requires [8] ρ = −n/γ, s = 1 2 n 2 /γ 2 − 1 (2.2)
which induced a Y -map and then the physical Hilbert space H ∈ H (ρ,n) is then isomorphic to continuous series of SU(1, 1) with spin s fixed by (2.2). As a result, the area spectrum is now given by
which is quantized.
In the following, we first give a brief introduction of the SU(1, 1) and SL(2, C) representation theory. Then we write the SL(2, C) states explicitly using continuous SU(1, 1) coherent states in terms of spinor variables. Finally we derive the integral from of spin foam amplitude on timelike triangles with a spin foam action.
A. Representation theory of SL(2, C) and SU (1, 1) group SL(2, C) group has 6 generators J i and K i with commutation relation
The unitary representations of the group are labelled by pairs of numbers (ρ ∈ R, n ∈ Z + ) from the two Casimirs
The Hilbert space H (ρ,n) of unitary irrep of SL(2, C) can be represented as a space of homogeneous functions F : C 2 \{0} → C with the homogeneity property F (βz 1 , βz 2 ) = β iρ/2+n/2−1 β * iρ/2−n/2−1 F (z 1 , z 2 ) (2.6)
The inner product in H (ρ,n) is given by
where π :
The unitary representation of SU(1, 1) group is usually built from the eigenstates of J 3 which is labelled by j, m:
where m is the eigenvalue of J 3 and j related to the eigenvalues of the Casimir Q.
The unitary irrep of SU(1,1) contains two series: the discrete series and continuous series. For the discrete series, one has where j = −1/2+is and s is a real number s ∈ R + . Thus in continuous case, we can use s instead of j to represent the spin. The eigenvalues m takes the values
The irreps of this series are denoted by C s where = 0, 1/2 corresponding to the integer m and half-integer m respectively. Instead of |jm , one may also choose the generalized continuous eigenstates |jλσ of K 1 as the basis of the irrep Hilbert space [26] :
where σ = 0, 1 distinguish the two-fold degeneracy of the spectrum and λ here is a real number. For continuous series irreps, Casimir Q takes
B. Unitary irreps of SL(2, C) and the decomposition into SU(1, 1) continuous state
The Hilbert space H (ρ,n) can be decomposed as a direct sum of irreps of SU(1, 1). The decomposition can be derived from the homogeneity property and the Plancherel decomposition of SU (1, 1) . As shown in [27] , the functions F in the SL(2, C) Hilbert space satisfying (2.6) can be described by pairs of functions f α : SU(1, 1) → C, α = ±1 via 16) where v α is the induced SU(1, 1) matrix
with z, z = z † σ 3 z =z 1 z 1 −z 2 z 2 being SU(1, 1) invariant inner product. Here α is a signature
where dv is the SU(1,1) measure.
The function f in SU(1, 1) continuous series representations with continuous basis reads
Noticed that here we assume s = 0. D j mλ is the Wigner matrix with mixed basis (2.9) and (2.14)
Recall the quantum simplicity constraint (2.2),
Asymptotically, when s 1, we have
Since n is discrete, s and ρ are also discrete. Using the representation matrix of continuous series of SU (1, 1) , and some transformations of hypergeometric function and asymptotic analysis, we prove that when n 1 and λ = −s (the detailed derivation is shown in Appendix A), When α = 1, we would like to write elements of v α ∈ SU(1, 1) as
= 1, thus they form a null basis in C 2 . Similarly, for α = −1, we have
With this notation, we finally obtain 1 Here we ignore the regulator in (A43) for the zero points of |γ + Im(v 1 v 2 )| since it will appear naturally as the integration contribution from this 1/2 singularity in the inner product. One can check Appendix A for details.
One can check the homogeneity property (2.6):
The coherent state is built from the reference state λ = −s, and we choose σ = 1, according to [8] ,
whereg ∈ SU (1, 1), and
Now we can write down explicitly the inner product between the coherent states appearing in the amplitude:
where N are some normalization factors. The exponents read
with
where Z vef = g † vezvf . Z ve f , Z ve f has the same sign as Z vef , Z vef . The integrand is invariant under the following gauge transformations:
where g v ∈ SL(2, C), v e ∈ SU(1, 1), and λ vf ∈ C \ {0}.
It's worth to point out that both S vf ± and S vf x± are purely imaginary. The real valued function h is given by
h vef can be 0 when we integrate over z on CP 1 and SL(2, C) group elements g in (2.1), and the zeros of h are exactly the points where we define the principle value, i.e. at Z, Z = 0. However, as shown in Appendix B, the singularities due to h are of half order thus the final integral is remain finite at these points.
III. ANALYSIS OF CRITICAL POINTS
As we shown above, the actions S vf ± and S vf x± are pure imaginary, and they are scaled by s → ∞ due to the simplicity constraint n ∼ 2γs. Thus we can use stationary phase approximation to evaluate the amplitude in the semi-classical limit where s is uniformly scaled by a factor Λ → ∞. Note that the denominator h defined by (2.39) in (2.33) contains 1/2 order singular point at Z, Z = 0, as shown in Appendix B. Then the integral is of the following type
Here g is an analytic function which does not scale with Λ. There are two different asymptotic equations for such type integral according to the critical point x c located exactly at the branch point x 0 or away from it. According to [28] , if x c located exactly at x 0 , the leading order contribution will locate at the critical points (which is also the branch points), and the asymptotic expansion is given by
where H(x c ) is the Hessian matrix at x c , and µ = sgn det H(x c ).
As we explain in the following sections, the critical points of Eq.(2.33) are always located at the branch points, when every tetrahedron containing the timelike triangle f also contain at least one spacelike triangle. It is quite generic to have every tetrahedron contain both timelike and spacelike triangles in a simplicial geometry. In addition, in case that we consider tetrahedra with all triangles timelike, for a single vertex amplitude, the critical point is again located at the branch points, when the boundary data give the closed geometrical boundary of a 4-simplex (i.e. the tetrahedra at the boundary are glued with shape matching). We don't consider the possibility other than (3.2).
A. Equation of Motion
Since both S vf ± and S vf x± are purely imaginary, their critical points, or namely critical configurations, are solutions of equations of motion. The equations of motion are given by variations of S's respects to spinors z, SU(1, 1) group elements v and SL(2, C) group elements g.
Before calculating the variation, we would like to introduce a decomposition of spinor Z. We first introduce following lemmas:
satisfying the condition, they are related byl
This is easy to proof since l− + iηl 
where ζ vef ∈ C and α vef ∈ C. At the vertex v, from the action S vef + (S vef − ), we only have l + (l − ) enters the action, thus we can choose arbitrarilyl ∓ vef to form a basis. By Lemma III.1, we can always writel
Im(α) is basis dependent. It is easy to check that if we replace Z inside the action (2.34) by the decomposition (3.4), the action is independent of Im(α), which means that Im(α) is a gauge freedom. We will drop the tilde onl in the following. One should keep in mind that we have the freedom to choose the l − (l + ) such that for some vertices v, Im(α vef ) = 0. From the decomposition of Z vef , there is naturally a constraint. By the fact Z vef = g † vezvf , we havē
In terms of decomposition of
This can be written as
where we used the anti-linear map J:
(3.9)
variation respect to z
From the definition of SU(1, 1) inner product, for arbitrary spinor u we have
Then it is straight forward to see the variation of S vef leading to
which comes from the fact that S is pure imaginary. With the definition of S vf in (2.34), after inserting the decomposition, we obtain the following equations
Note that n vef here satisfies Lemma. III.2 and can form a basis with l − ef given in S vef − .
2. variation respect to SU(1, 1) group elements v ef
with v ∈ SU(1, 1), the variation respect to l ± is the variation respect to the SU(1, 1) group element v. If we considering a small perturbation of v which is given by v = ve 
Then in the first case we only left with one equation, which reads
The solution reads
Here Im(α) is the decomposition of Z respect to l ∓ ef specified by v ef . Note that in this case, we only have l + ef (l − ef ) in the action, thus there is an ambiguity of v ef . However, changing v ef corresponds to adding the same constant to both Im(α v ) and Im(α v ), thus the relation is kept unchange. After absorbing Im(α) intol by a redefinition, the equation actually tells us that,
which fixes the transformation ofl vef between vertices and removes the ambiguity between different vertices v in the bulk. With this redefinition, it is easy to see that n vef defined in (3.17) satisfies n vef = n ve f , thus we ignore the v variable and define n ef := n vef = n v ef (3.29) In the mixing case there will be two different equations for E 2 and E 3 , which leads to
The equations give the solution
Here l + and l − completely fix the group element v. α corresponds to the decomposition of Z with these l + and l − . The n vef in this case is simply n vef = l + ef .
variation respect to SL(2, C) elements g
With the small perturbation of g which is given by g = ge L , the variation of SL(2, C) group element g is given by
where L is a linear combination of SL(2, C) generators,
Here F s are SU(1, 1) lie algebra generators defined as above, and we use the fact that in spin 1/2 representation G = iF .
Then for arbitrary u, we have
The variation leads to
where ef (v) = ±1 is determined according to the face orientation is consistent to the edge e or opposite (up to a global sign). We have
We write ef (v) = +1 in the following for simplicity, and recover general at the end of the derivation. From the property of SU(1, 1) generator,
we have
Then (3.34) can be written as
After inserting the decomposition of Z and solution of simplicity constraint, we have the following equations: For both S ± , (3.38) becomes
(3.39) will leads to different equations for different actions S ± due to the appearance of Z vef , F † Z vef term. The variation of S + reads
while the variation of S − reads
(3.42)
B. Bivector representation
For given spinors l − and l + , there is a 3-vector v i associated to them
From which we can define a SU(1, 1) valued bivector in spin-
where we use the fact ηF η = −F † and the completeness of pauli matrix. Since l − , F l
From the fact
We have in spin 1/2 representation * → i and J i = iK i . The bivector can be encoded into SL(2, C) bivector that in spin-1 representation reads
where the encoded 4-vector v
, in this sense, v i is nothing else but the SO(1, 2) rotation of 3 vector v 0 = (0, 0, 1) with group element v −1 † . Similarly, we can define
Here w ±I ef is a null vector w ±I ef w ± ef I = 0. We introduce SO(1, 3) group elements G given by
where π : SL(2, C) → SO (1, 3) . Since the action (2.34) is invariant under the transformation g ve → ±g ve , two group elements related to g ve are gauge equivalent if they satisfyG
where I is the inversion operator. With this gauge transformation, we can always assume G ve ∈ SO + (1, 3).
We can write the critical equations in terms of bivectors. The detailed analysis is in Appendix C. Given any solution to the critical equations, we can define a bivector
corresponding to their action is composited by S vef + or S vef − . Here V ef is a spacelike bivector and W ef is a null bivector. In spin-1 representation, we can express the above bivector as
The bivector X vef satisfies the parallel transport equation:
This corresponds to
The closure constraint in terms of the bivector variable then reads
f . Note that the closure constraint is composed by two independent equations enrollingṽ and w
C. Timelike tetrahedron containing both spacelike and timelike triangles
The timelike tetrahedron in a generic simplicial geometry contains both spacelike and timelike triangles. For spacelike triangles, the irreps of SU(1, 1) are in the discrete series, in contrast to the continuous series used in timelike triangles. The simplicity constraint is also different from (2.2). This leads to different face actions on triangles with different signature, and the total action is expressed by the sum of these actions. The action on spacelike triangle and corresponding critical point equations have already been derived in [21] . The results are reviewed in Appendix D.
The variations with respect to z vf and v ef give equations of motions (3.61) for timelike triangles and (D20) for spacelike triangles respectively. In addition, for timelike triangles, solutions should satisfy (3.27), (3.32) or (3.32).
The variation respect to SL(2, C) group element g ve involves all faces connected to e, which may include both spacelike and timelike triangles. In general, from (3.40 -3.42) and (D22-D23), the action including different types of triangles gives
Summation of the two equations leads to
This equation only involves timelike triangles. Since w
are null vectors, the above equation implies summing over null vectors equal to 0. In a tetrahedron contains both timelike and spacelike triangles, the number of timelike triangles, which is also the number of null vectors here, is less than 4. If one has less than 4 null vectors sum to 0 in 4-dimensional Minkowski space, then they are either trivial or colinear. The only possibility to have a nondegenerate tetrahdron from (3.68) is that all the timelike faces are in the action S + and set Re(α) = 0. The solution reads
The closure constraint is now given by (3.66) minus (3.67)
The parallel transport equations for timelike triangles still keep the same form as (3.13-3.15). After we impose condition (3.69), the parallel transport equation becomes
One recognize the same composition of spinors l − ef + i Im(α vef )l + ef in (3.70) and (3.71) . This is exactly the spinor satisfying Lemma (III.1). Recall (3.27), coming from the variation respect to SU (1, 1) group elements v ef , we have
in S + case or Im(α vef ) = 0 in S x+ case respectively. However, recall for S + case, there is an ambiguity in definingl − and Im(α) from lemma III.1. This ambiguity does not change the action, and gives the same
Thus we can always remove the Im(α vef ) by a redefinition of l − ef , which does not change the geometric form of the critical equations. With (3.72), this redefinition will extended to both end points of the edge e. Thus we always make the choice that Im(α vef ) = 0 and drop all Im(α vef ) terms in (3.70) and (3.71) In bivector representation, we can build bivectors for timelike triangles,
with v ef a normalized vector defined by v
The parallel transportation equation implies we can define a bivector
Clearly in this case we have
For spacelike triangles, the bivector is defined in (D18). One see they have exactly the same form as in the timelike case and follow the same condition, except now v
With bivectors X ef and X f , (3.70) becomes (after recover the sign factor ef (v))
(3.76) In summary, the critical equations for a timelike tetrahedron with both timelike and spacelike triangles imply a nondegenerate tetrahedron geometry only when timelike triangles have action S +(x) . Suppose we have a solution (j f , g ve , z vf ), one can define bivectors
and
We define B ef (v) as
The critical point equations imply
and changes it's sign when exchanging vertex and edge variables.
D. Tetrahedron containing only timelike triangles
Starting from the critical equations derived above, we can see what happens when all faces appear inside the closure constrain is timelike. For simplicity, we will use S + action as an example, the other cases will follow similar properties as they can be written in similar forms as S + .
Suppose we have a solution to critical equations with all the face actions being S + . As we have shown above, the solution satisfies two closure constraints,
Clearly here we have family of solutions generated by the continuous transformations
In other words, the closure constraint only fixes α up to C ve andC ve .
Back to the bivectors inside the parallel transportation equation, it is easy to see, the bivector can be rewritten as
where X 0 = V + Im(α 0 vef ) for some given Im(α 0 vef ). Suppose we have a solution to some fixed C andC, the parallel transported bivector then reads
From the fact that in spin-1/2 representation * → i, we define c := C + iC. From the parallel transported vectorṽ f := G veṽvef andũ f := G veũvef , one can determine a null vectorw f related to face f = (e, e ) uniquely up to a scale bỹ
From the definition ofṽ andũ, we see that w ef .ũ vef = w ef .ṽ vef = 0 and the same relation for e . Since G ∈ SO + (1, 3) which preserves the inner product, we then havew
Suppose a solution to critical equations determines a geometrical 4-simplex up to scaling and reflection with normals N e (v) = G ve u (Appendix E for the geometrical interpretation of the critical solution. We suppose the solution is non-degenerate here. The degenerate case will be discussed in Sec. V). From this 4-simplex, we can get its boundary tetrahedron with faces normals v g ef (v) = G ve v s ef . For two edges e and e belong to the same face f , N e and N e determine uniquely a null vector (up to scaling), which is perpendicular to N e and N e . Then from (3.89) and (3.90), the vector is proportional tow f . Then it implies that,
The tetrahedra determined by v s ef (by Minkowski Theorem) satisfy the length matching condition, which further constrain d ef . 10 d ef 's are over-constrained by 20 length matching conditions. d ef = 0 corresponds to a solution if the boundary data (relating toṽ ef ) also satisfy the length matching condition. We have the parallel transportation equation:
However, from (3.88) we know that
They are 10 complex equations, with 5 complex c ve , thus again give an over-constrained system.
A special case is that the boundary data itself satisfy the length matching condition. In this case, d ef = 0 correspond to a critical solution. It can be further proved that (3.94) with d ef = 0 implies
The condition is nothing else but (3.69), and it is easy to see that in this case the critical equations reduce to (3.77 -3.81).
IV. GEOMETRIC INTERPETATION AND RECONSTRUCTION
The critical solutions of spinfoam action are shown to satisfy certain geometrical bivector equations, we would like to compare them with a discrete Lorentzian geometry. The general construction of a discrete Lorentzian geometry and the relation with critical solutions for spacelike triangles were discussed in detail in [14] and [21] . We will see that our solutions, which include timelike triangles, can be applied to a similar reconstruction procedure. We demonstrate the detailed analysis in Appendix E. The main result is summarized here. The result is valid when every timelike tetrahedron contains both spacelike and timelike triangles. It is also valid for tetrahedra containing only timelike triangles in the special case with Eq.(3.95).
The following condition at a vertex v implies the nondegenerate 4-simplex geometry:
which means any 4 out of 5 normals are linearly independent. Since N e = G ve u, the above non-degeneracy condition is a constraint on G ve . Here u = (0, 0, 0, 1) or u = (1, 0, 0, 0) for a timelike or spacelike tetrahedron. Then we can prove that satisfying the nondegeneracy condition, each solution B ef (v) at a vertex v determines a geometrical 4-simplex uniquely up to shift and inversion. The bivectors B ∆ ef (v) of the reconstructed 4-simplex satisfy
where r(v) = ±1 relates to the 4-simplex (topological) orientation defined by an ordering of tetrahedra. The reconstructed normals are determined up to a sign
We can prove that for a vertex amplitude, the solution exists only when the boundary data determines tetrahedra that are glued with length-matching (the pair of glued triangles have their edge-lengths matched).
Given the boundary data, we can determines geometric group elements G ∆ ∈ O(1, 3) from reconstructed normals N ∆ . Then it can be shown that, after one choose s v and s ve , such that
where R N is the reflection respecting to normalized vector N defined as
The choice of s ve = ±1 corresponds to a gauge freedom and is arbitrary here. Condition 4.4 is called the orientation matching condition, which essentially means that the orientations of 5 boundary tetrahedra determined by the boundary condition are required to be the same. For a vertex amplitude, the non-degenerate geometric critical solutions exist if and only if the length matching condition and orientation matching condition are satisfied. Up to gauge transformations, there are two gauge inequivalent solutions which are related to each other by a reflection respect to any normalized 4 vector e α (this reflection is referred to as the parity transformation in e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] )
which meansG
Geometrically the second one corresponds to the reflected simplex. These two critical solutions correspond to the same 4-simplex geometry, but associates to different sign of the oriented 4-simplex volume V (v). sgn(V (v)) is referred to as the (geometrical) orientation of the 4-simplex 2 , which shouldn't be confused with r(v). This result generalizes [21] to the spin foam vertex amplitude containing timelike triangles.
The reconstruction can be extended to simplicial complex K with many 4-simplices, in which some critical solutions of the full amplitude correspond to nondegenerate Lorentzian simplicial geometries on K (see Appendix E). But similar to the situation in [14, 15] , 4-simplices in K may have different sgn(V (v)). We may divide the complex K into sub-complexes, such that each sub-complex is globally orientated, i.e. the sign of the orientated volume sgn(V ) is a constant. Then we have the following result For critical solutions corresponding to simplicial geometries with all 4-simplices globally oriented, picking up a pair of them corresponding to opposite global orientations, they satisfỹ
0 )R ue0 boundary faces (4.9) where G f = v⊂∂f G e v G ve is the face holonomy. We will use this result to derive the phase difference of their asymptotical contributions to the spin foam amplitude.
V. SPLIT SIGNATURE AND DEGENERATE 4 SIMPLEX
This section discusses the critical solutions that violate the non-degeneracy condition (4.1). We refer to these solutions as degenerate solutions. If the non-degeneracy condition is violated, then in each 4-simplex, all five normals N e of tetrahedra t e are parallel, since we only consider nondegenerate tetrahedra [21] . When it happens with all t e timelike (or spacelike), with the help of gauge transformation G ve → GG ve , we can write N e (v) = G ve u, u = (0, 0, 0, 1), where all the group variables G ve ∈ SO + (1, 2). However, when the vertex amplitude contains at least one timelike and one spacelike tetrahedron, the non-degeneracy condition (4.1) cannot be violated since timelike and spacelike normals certainly cannot be parallel. Therefore the solutions discussed in this section only appear in the vertex amplitude with all tetrahedra timelike. Moreover, these degenerate solutions appears when the boundary data are special, i.e. correspond to the boundary of a split signature 4-simplex or a degenerate 4-simplex, as we see in a moment.
When the tetrahedron contains both timelike and spacelike triangles, the closure constraint (3.68) concerning w involves at most 3 null vectors, which directly leads to Re(α vef ) = 0 as the only solution. For degenerate solutions, the bivector X f (v) = g ve X ef g ev in (3.74) becomes
The parallel transportation equation (3.81) becomes
Thus, the degenerate critical solutions satisfy
and the collection of vectors v g f (v) is referred to as a vector geometry in [12] .
In the case that all triangles in a tetrahedron are timelike, we use S vf + as an example. The degeneracy implies G ve u = G ve u = u,. The parallel transportation equation (3.88) becomes
c ve = C ve + iC ve is the factor which solves the closure constrain with a given normalization of Re(α vef ), e.g.
f Re(α vef ) = 1 as shown in (3.86). (5.4) directly leads to
Notice that from (5.5), since w ef is null and w ef ·v ef = 0, we have
It implies that (5.6) is only a function ofC. However, at a vertex v, there are only 5 independentC variables out of 10 equations. Thus (5.6) are over constrained equations and give 5 consistency condition for G ve unlessC = 0. Actually one can show that, there is no solution wheñ C = 0. We give the proof here. For simplicity, we only focus on a single 4-simplex.
Suppose we have solutions to above equations with C = 0, then the following equations hold according to (5.5), (5.6) and the closure constraint (C14)
Suppose v g satisfy the length matching condition. From above equations,ṽ g ef = v g ef + aw g ef with arbitrary real number a are also solutions. This meansṽ g should also satisfy the length matching condition. However the transformation from v to v +aw changes the edge lengths of the tetrahedron, and the length matching condition gives constraint to a. This conflict with the fact that a is arbitrary to form the solution. It means that we can not have a solution withC = 0 and length matching condition satisfied.
Thus, when boundary data satisfies the length matching condition, the only possible solution of (5.6) isC ve = 0. This corresponds to Re(α) = 0 thus only possible with action S + . One recognizes that this is the same condition as in the case of tetrahedron with both timelike and spacelike triangles, e.g. (3.69) . In this case C ve thus Im(α) can be uniquely determined by the closure and length matching condition. The critical point equations again becomes (5.2) and (5.3)
In the end of this section, we introduce some relations between the vector geometry and non-degenerate split signature 4-simplex. As shown in Appendix E 6, the vector geometries in 3 dimensional subspace V can be map to the split signature space M with signature (−, +, +, −) (flip the signature of u = (0, 0, 0, 1)), with
Φ ± naturally induced a map from g ∈ SO(2, 2) to the subgroup h ∈ SO(1, 2), defined by
If the vertex amplitude has the critical solutions being a pair of non-gauge-equivalent vector geometries {G ± ve }, they are equivalent to a pair of non-gauge-equivalent {G ve ∈ SO(M )} satisfying the nondegenerate condition. One of the non-degenerate
When the vector geometries are gauge equivalent, the corresponding geometric SO(M ) solution is degenerate. In this case the reconstructed 4 simplex is degenerate and the 4 volume is 0.
VI. SUMMARY OF GEOMETRIES
We summarize all possible reconstructed geometries corresponding to critical configurations of ConradyHnybida extended spin foam model (include EPRL model) here. We first introduce the length matching condition and orientation matching condition for the boundary data. Namely, (1) among the 5 tetrahedra reconstructed by the boundary data (by Minkowski Theorem), each pair of them are glued with their common triangles matching in shape (match their 3 edge lengths), and (2) all tetrahedra have the same orientation. The amplitude will be suppressed asymptotically if orientation matching condition is not satisfied.
For given boundary data satisfies length matching condition and orientation matching condition, we may have the following reconstructed 4 simplex geometries corresponding to critical configurations of Conrady-Hynbida model:
• Lorentzian (− + ++) 4 simplex geometry: reconstructed by boundary data which may contains -both timelike and spacelike tetrahedra,
-all tetrahedra being timelike.
-all tetrahedra being spacelike.
• Split signature (− + +−) 4 simplex geometry: This case is only possible when every boundary tetrahedron are timelike.
• Euclidean signature (+ + ++) 4 simplex geometry: This case is only possible when every boundary tetrahedron are spacelike.
• Degenerate 4 simplex geometry: This case is only possible when all boundary tetrahedron are timelike or all of them are spacelike.
When length matching condition is not satisfied, we might still have one gauge equivalence class of solutions which determines a single vector geometry. This solution exists again only when all boundary tetrahedron are timelike or all of them are spacelike.
Our analysis is generalized to a simplicial complex K with many 4-simplices. A most general critical configuration of Conrady-Hnybida model may mix all the types of geometries on the entire K. One can always make a partition of K into sub-regions such that in each region we have a single type of reconstructed geometry with boundary. However, this may introduce nontrivial transitions between different types of geometries through boundary shared by them as suggested in [14] . It is important to remark that, if we take the boundary data of each 4 simplex to contain at least one timelike and one spacelike tetrahedron, critical configurations will only give Lorentzian 4-simplices.
VII. PHASE DIFFERENCE
In this section, we compare the difference of the phases given by a pair of critical solutions with opposite (global) sgn(V ) orientations on a simplical complex K. Recall that the amplitude is defined with SU(1,1) and SU(2) coherent states at the timelike and spacelike boundary. When we define the coherent state, we have a phase ambiguity from K 1 direction in SU(1,1) (or J 3 direction in SU(2)), thus the action is determined up to this phase. Thus the phase difference ∆S is the essential result in the asymptotic analysis of spin foam vertex amplitude. The phase difference at a spacelike triangle has already been discussed in [21] , we only focus on timelike triangles here.
Given a timelike triangle f , in Lorentzian signature, the normals N e and N e are spacelike and span a spacelike plane, while in split signature they form a timelike surface. The dihedral angles Θ f at f are defined as follows: In Lorentzian signature, the dihedral angle is Θ f = π−θ f where
While in split signature, the boost dihedral angle θ f is defined by
A. Lorentzian signature solutions
As we shown before, when every tetrahedron has both timelike and spacelike triangles, the critical solutions only comes from S + . So we focus on S + action.
From the action (2.34), after inserting the decomposition (3.4), we find
where θ and φ are defined by
The face action at a triangle dual to a face f then reads
We start the analysis from faces dual to boundary triangles (boundary faces) and then going to internal faces. We can define an operator T ef by
From the facts l 
It can be proved that
which is the generalization of the parallel transportation equation within a single 4-simplex. Then we can apply the same derivation as the single-simplex case by replacing g ve → G(v, e 1 ), which leads to Compare to (7.26) and (7.27), we see that
− v∈∂f θ e vef 2X ef +i v∈∂f φ e vef 2X ef (7.31)
Given G f andG f from a pair of critical solutions with opposite sgn(V ) orientation, we find
−2 v∈∂f ∆θ e vef X f +2i v∈∂f ∆φ e vef X f f G f g ev = e −2 v∈∂f ∆θ e vef X f +2i v∈∂f ∆φ e vef X f (7.34) G f ≡ G f (e 1 , e 0 ) if f is a boundary face. Since γs f = n f /2 ∈ Z/2, we may restrict v∈∂f ∆φ e vef ∈ [−π, π].
(7.35) because ∆S f is an exponent. After projecting to SO + (1, 3),
For spacelike normal vector u = (0, 0, 0, 1), from it is easy to see G andG are related bỹ
for both internal and boundary triangles f . The equation then leads to
for both internal and boundary triangles f . N e and N e here are given by
thus N e is the parallel transported vector along the face.
Therefore in both internal case and boundary case, we have R Ne R N e = e −2 v∈∂f ∆θ e vef X f +2 * v∈∂f ∆φ e vef X f (7.41)
On the other hand, from the fact that, R N = GR u G, and the fact that
we have (see Appendix F)
where f is the triangle dual to the face determined by edges e and e . θ f ∈ [0, π] satisfies N ∆ e · N ∆ e = cos(θ f ). From the geometric reconstruction,
where The phase difference is then
where A f = γs f = n f /2 ∈ Z/2 is the area spectrum of the timelike triangle. The iπ ambiguity relates to the lift ambiguity from G f ∈ SO + (1, 3) to SL(2, C). Some ambiguities may be absorbed into gauge transformations g ve → −g ve . Firstly we consider a single 4-simplex, (7.48) reduces to ∆θ e vef = 0 and ∆φ e vef = −θ f mod π ( Here we use the notation that we move the orientation r from ∆φ in (7.48 ) to the definition of ∆S. Keep in mind ∆S always depends on the orientation r). However it is shown in Appendix G that this ambiguity can indeed be absorbed into the gauge transformation of g ve , i.e. if we fix the gauge, ∆φ e vef = −θ f (v) mod 2π, (7.50) where θ f (v) is the angle between tetrahedron normals in the 4-simplex at v. Although this fixing of lift ambiguity only applies to a single 4-simplex, it is sufficient for us to obtain ∆S ∆ f unambiguously. Applying (7.50) to the case with many 4-simplices
, for an internal f , v∈∂f ∆φ e vef relates to the deficit angle ε f = 2π
where m f is the number of v ∈ ∂f . Similarly, for a boundary f , v∈∂f ∆φ e vef relates to the deficit angle
As a result, the total phase difference is
The exponent is a Regge action when all bulk m f are even, i.e. every internal f has even number of vertices.
Obtaining Regge calculus only requires all bulk m f 's to be even, while boundary m f 's can be arbitrary, since the boundary terms A f (1 − m f )π doesn't affect the Regge equation of motion. The above phase difference is for a general simplicial complex, the result for a single 4-simplex is simply given by removing the bulk terms and letting all boundary m f = 1.
Determine the phase for bulk triangles
For the internal faces in the bulk, we can determine the phase at critical point uniquely.
Recall (7.31, the holonomy
(7.55) Recall (E73) as we shown in Appendix E, for edges E l1 (v) and E l1 (v) of the triangle f in the frame of vertex v,
where µ = (−1) e⊂∂f se = ±1. Here s e is defined as s e = s ve + s v e + 1 for edge e = (v, v ) with s ve ∈ {0, 1}. With edges E l1 (v) and E l1 (v), the bivector X f (v) at vertex v can be expressed as
From (7.56) and (7.57), with the fact that e X f (v) is a boost, one immediately see µ e = 1 and
(7.58) where we use (7.46). As we proved in Appendix F, there exists spacelike normalized vectorÑ in the plane span by N e and N e such that
From (7.38),
Then it is straightforward to show
Thus e 2 v∈∂f (φ e vef +φ e vef ) * X f = 1 (7.62) which leads to v∈∂f (φ e vef + φ e vef ) = 0 mod π (7.63)
The π ambiguity here relates to the lift ambiguity again. Note that, fixing of lift ambiguity to these 4-simplicies sharing the triangle f as in the Appendix G leads to g veGf (e)G f (e)g ev = 1. Then we have v∈∂f (φ e vef + φ e vef ) = 0 mod 2π (7.64) where the π ambiguity is fixed. Combine with (7.52), we have
As a result, the total phase for bulk triangles is
Again, the exponent is a Regge action when all bulk m f are even, i.e. every internal f has even number of vertices.
B. split signature solutions
In this subsection, we focus on a single 4-simplex. We consider a pair of the degenerate solutions g ± ve which can be reformulated as non-degenerate solutions in the flipped signature space (− + +−) here. When degenerate solutions are gauge equivalent, there exists only a single critical point, then there is a single phase depending on boundary coherent states. Since (7.25) and (7.32) hold for all SL(2, C) elements which solve critical equations, they also hold for degenerate solutions g ± ve . Thus from (7.22), we have From (E87), we have
For X f in flipped signature space M , from the definition of Φ ± in (5.10), we have where we identify the SO(1, 2) acting on V to the one acting on M . Therefore, ∆θ contribution to the phase difference in degenerate solutions {g ± } is identified to the ∆θ written in flipped signature solutions {g} satisfying Φ ± (g) = g ± . ∆θ is given by R Ne R N e = e 2∆θ e vef * X f (7.72) where X f is the bivector from flipped signature solutions
From the fact that geometrically,
where θ f ∈ R is a boost dihedral angle. We have −r∆θ e vef = θ f , 2∆φ e vef = 0 mod 2π (7.75) the phase difference is
We can again fix the πi ambiguity by using the method in Appendix G. There is no ambiguity in θ f since it is a boost angle. As a result,
The generalization to simplicial complex is similar to the non-degenerate case, by substituting every g andg there with g ± .
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Wigner matrix
First let us introduce the parametrization of the SU(1, 1) group element v:
Note that the generators defined here is complex version of what we used in the main part. In this parametrization, the wigner matrix which defined as
can be expressed by [29] 
Normalization factor S j mλσ reads
with β = (1 − i sinh(t))/2. Above equation can be written in terms of normalized spinors v = (v 1 , v 2 ) in SU(1, 1) inner product v, v = 1. According to the parametrization, we have
Wigner matrix D can be written in terms of v andv
Asymptotics of Gauss hypergeometric function
According to (A5), we need to evaluate the hypergeometric function
The function itself is complicated. However, we only need the asymptotics behavior with j ∼ m ∼ λ 1 in our case. According to (2.20) , m is chosen to be n/2 which related to j = −1/2 + is by simplicity constraint (2.2). Correspondingly, λ is also chosen to be related to s.
a. Transformation of original function
First we would like to transform the original function to a more convenient form. According to the transformation properties of hypergeometric function, we have πΓ(m + iλ + 1) 2 F 1 (j + iλ + 1, −j + iλ; m + iλ + 1; β)
Similarly, from (A13) and (A16), we have
Then in terms of (A13) and (A17), the function d 
Now we only need to evaluate the hypergeometric function 2 F 1 (j + iλ + 1, −j + iλ; m + iλ + 1; β), since 2 F 1 (j − iλ + 1, −j − iλ; m − iλ + 1; 1 − β) is nothing else but the complex conjugation of the previous one. Similar, start from (A14) and (A18), we have 
We will use the integral representation for Hypergeometric functions [30] :
The validity region for these equations is | arg(1 − z)| < π. In (A22), the integration path is the anti-clockwise loop that starts and ends at t = 0, encircles the point t = 1, and excludes the point t = 1/z. In our case, we have Re(c − b) = 1/2 and Re(b) = 1/2 + m = 1/2 + γs which satisfy the requirement. Thus with (A22) we rewrite the original hypergeometric function as
where Ψ(t) and f (t, β) are
Here we use the asymptotic formula of Γ functions
Clearly when β/(β − 1) = 1, we have three branch points t = 0, t = 1 and t = (β − 1)/β for f (t, z) and two branch points t = 0 and t = 1 for Ψ(t). The branch cuts for Ψ(t) on the real axis are given by (−∞, 0] and (0, 1], which can be seen in Fig. 1 . We need to exclude the point t β = (β − 1)/β from the path. There is one saddle point t 0 given by the solution of the equation Ψ (t) = 0
consequently, at the saddle point Re(Ψ(t 0 )) = π. The steepest decent and ascend curves are shown in Fig. 1 . The original integration path then can be deformed as the steepest decent curve and two equal real part curve of Ψ(t).
The corresponding value at the saddle point t 0 reads
Then by the saddle point approximation we have
Note that the generalization to λ = −s 0 + δ or s = s 0 + δ leads to a modification with
We also need to consider the branch point t β = (β − 1)/β. When it lives outside the contour C, the integration over contour C is exactly the path required by (A22). Thus in this case we get the asymptotics of the hypergeometric function with usual saddle point method as (A30). However, when (β − 1)/β inside the contour, we need to deform the contour to exclude the branch point and the branch cut due to (β − 1)/β. A possible way is we choose the branch cut along one of the steepest decent path start at (1 − β)/β, and deform the contour C exclude the branch point and branch cut, which may gives a non-trivial contribution to the asymptotic expansion. Since t β = (β − 1)/β is a 1/2 order branch point, according to [31] , in this case, the contribution comes from branch point is given by
Since the asymptotics contribution contains power of s in terms of e sΨ(t) , the full asymptotics of the function will comes from the largest Re(Ψ(t)) of t 0 and t β . In our case, t β is in the negative imaginary half plane
And it is easy to show
When t > 0, the contribution from t β is lower than t 0 in arbitrary order after multiply by power s, and the final result is given by (A30). The contribution form the branch point only exist when sinh(t) + γ < epsilon 0 < 0 and the contribution reads
And in this case the final asymptotics is given by the sum of (A30) and (A31). A special case is when the branch point locates near the critical point |t 0 − t β | ≤ β0 , where the result is
Note that, for the continuos of the approximation on β, we have β0 ∼ s −1/2 .
c. Result
Now we can write out the final result, according to (A21), we have
From (A19), for sinh(t) > −γ we have
where we use the approximation
for sinh(t) < −γ, the contribution from the extra branch point reads One check the final result is approximately
When |γ − i(1 − 2β)| < , which means the branch point near the saddle point, we have
Fig (2) shows the error level of above asymptotics result when s = 100.
full representation matrix
According to (A10), now we can write out D matrix in terms of group elements v:
where H is the Heaviside step function
such that D is continuous for v. Note that the contribution from |γ + Im(v 1 v 2 ))| < is actually a regulator of the 1/2 order singular points because of |γ + Im(v 1 v 2 ))|. In the inner product this regulator naturally arises as the asymptotics with 1/2 order singular points. In this sense, we can ignore the regulator since we are only interested in the inner product in the amplitude. The constant is given by
with S given in (A8). In the asymptotics limit, we have
where we use the asymptotic approximation of Gamma function
Form the parity property of representation matrix, we have
Appendix B: Analysis of singularities and corresponding stationary phase approximation
In this appendix we concentrate on the analysis of singularities appears in the denominator of the integrand of vertex amplitude.
Analysis of singularities
For simplicity, we consider one vertex case for some v mainly. As we show, the amplitude enrolls the integration in the form
where h is a real valued function
Here each dual face is determined by two edges f = (e, e ). Note that the square root part inside h vef is the spinor representation for the square root term inside the wigner d matrix:
The zero sets of h is given by Z vef , Z vef = 0 or |γ + Im(v 1v2 )| = 0. We can rewrite the original Z vef , Z vef as
where we define f as
In this notation h vef becomes
Suppose the function f are linearly independent to each other. This requirement is the same as require the boundary tetrahedron l ± ef is non degenerate. In this case, we can define a coordinate transformation among the set of the original coordinates (z, g) → (Re(f ), Im(f ), z , g ). The coordinate transformation only transfer among the number of f variables and leaves the left invariant, e.g. we only transfer 40 variables in one vertex case and leave the other 4 invariant. The elements of Jacobian matrix of the transformation J(f ) is given by
where L represents generators of SL(2, C). Note that δ g Z vef , Z vef is zero when L are SU (1, 1) where 12 is the representation of ef label in terms of numbers labelling edges and corresponding faces (e 1 , e 2 ). Apart from those 0 in (B9), other zeros of matrix elements only possible when Z = ζl ± . The Jacobian matrix in this case is given by (Z = ζl + as an example),
Clearly the Jacobian matrix is still well defined and leads to non zero Jacobian. After this coordinate transformation, the original integration becomes
With a further polar coordinate transformation
whose Jacobian is given by
The Jacobian is well defined except on the points where |f | = 0. After the coordinates transformation, we have
Clearly all possible singular points are 1/2 order. The singular points due to |γ + tan(φ ve f )| and due to | cos(φ ve f )| are separated. The integration respects to ρ does not have singularities.
Multidimensional Stationary phase approximation
In appendix A, we already use the saddle point approximation when there is a branch point appearing in the non-scaled function g(x). When adapting to the stationary phase approximation, for the 1/2 order singular point locates exactly at the critical point, the result is the following:
where Λ ∼ ∞ and S is pure imaginary. Note that the dominate part here is given by the −1/4 order of Λ instead of −1/2 as in the asymptotic formula without singularities. The regulator appears in (A43) is exactly this 1/4 order difference.
However, this asymptotic formula only hold for single variable integral. We will generalize this single variable approximation to multi variables case. Recall Fubini's theorem: , x 2 , . . . , x n ) be a n variable valued complex function. If the integral of f on the domain B = n i I n where I n are intervals in R is absolutely convergent:
then the multiple integral will give the same result as the iterated integral,
The result is independent of the iterate order.
Here from (B19) we have the integral in the form
where S(x) ∈ R, x ∈ R n , j < n and g(x) is analytic. j < n illustrates the fact that only in a subspace of the total variables space will have singularities. Then in a closed region M where the stationary phase points (solutions of δS = 0) exists, we have
From Fubini's theorem, we then can write the multi-dimensional integral as iterated integral. For the original variables, since the singularities exist only in a subspace of the total variables space, we can always perform a coordinate transformation, such that variables with singularities are separated from those do not have, as we show in (B19). Then the final result is given by performing the stationary phase approximation iteratively. Each step one may use the usual stationary phase approximation or the one with singularities. The lowest order of the total integration is given by picking lowest order approximation of each single integration. However, due to technical reason, we would like to derive the saddle point equations directly from S(x) instead of evaluate it iteratively. According to the approximation, each single valued integral is dominated by the phase S(x 0 ) where x 0 is the solution of saddle point equation δ x S(x) = 0. Then iteratively, the saddle points are given by . . , x n ) respect to x i . As one can see from (B25), the above equation of motion is nothing else but we solve the original equation of motion {E n = δS(x)} iteratively. Thus they have the same solutions. The saddle points given by the two method will coincide with each other. Note that, finally we have order I ∼ g(Λ)Λ −a/2−b/4 for b variables have singular points.
Appendix C: Analysis of critical points in bivector representation
In this appendix we will analysis and reformulate the critical point equations we get in Sec. III in bivector representation. The analysis is done for all possible actions appearing in the amplitude (2.33). 
with the fact that l + , l + = 0 and l − , l + = 1. With (3.44), the above equation can be written as
In spin-1 representation, this equation reads
We can define a bivector X vef
Easy to check X is a simple bivector which can be expressed as
Here by the definition of v and w, we havẽ
One can checkṽ
which reminds us define
Noted that, from this equation, we have
which is 0 only when Re(α vef ) = 0. Go back to equations we get from the variation respecting to g, clearly (3.40) and (3.41) can be written as
In terms of 4 vectorsṽ and w, these equation reads
whereṽ is defined by (C7). Then we can write (C14) as
which is a closure condition to bivectors.
In this case, from (3.8) and (3.14) we have
Note with equation (3.32), we see n does not change for different vertex v: n ef (v) = n ef (v ). n defined here satisfies the relation in Lemma III.1, thus according to Lemma III.2, {n, l − } forms a null basis. With n and l − ,Z can be rewritten as
This leads to the tensor product equation
The right part of above equation means exchange all the e in left part to e . In terms of bivector variables, according to (3.44), we have
Noted now V is the space-like bivector generated by n with l − and W + is null bivector generated by n with itself. Again bivector
) is a simple bivector. X vef can be written as
which is the parallel transport of X between edge e and e . With (C21), we can write X f (v) as
Note here again we have
which is some null vector and can not be 0. Form (3.40) and (3.42), we have the following equations of motion from variation respecting to g
In terms of 4-vectors,
We will use S vf x− as an example, the S vf x+ will be exactly the same but switch e and e here. From the critical point equations (3.8) and (3.15),
With the equation (3.32) from the variation respecting to SU(1, 1) group elements v ef , in this case n = l + , andZ ve f can be written asZ ve f = l
The tensor product between the two equations leads to
In bivector representation
Easily to see one recovers the corresponding bivectors in S vf ± case respectively. Thus the equation implies
with X vef defined by (C6) and X ve f defined by (C21). The closure constraint, in these case, are the combination of corresponding equation in (C14) or (C28) according to their representations in S + or S − . Then we still have
Appendix D: Brief review of critical point equations with spacelike triangles in timelike tetrahedra
In this appendix we briefly summarize the critical point equations for spacelike triangles in a timelike tetrahedron. The result was derived in [21] . As we described before, spacelike faces corresponding to the discrete series representation of SU(1, 1) group. In this case, the simplicity constraint implies
with areas spectrum asymptotically given by
The embedded coherent state reads
where α = ± = z, z for spinors z. ξ are spinors defined as
With these coherent states, it's immediately to see the action reads
Here we use the simplicity constraint ρ f = 2γj f . Z vef is again defined by Z vef = g † vezvf The real parts of the action reads
From Re S 0 = 0, we have
Due to Z vef = g † vezvf , this equation leads to
The variation of the action reads
a. critical point equation
Note that the variation takes the same properties as in timelike triangle case, where the variation respects to z leads to
After inserting (D6), we have
One can check that the variation respects to SU(1, 1) group elements v ef is trivial. The variation respects to SL(2, C) group elements g ve leads to
Applying (D6), we have
where f ± means face f is incoming or outing edge e correspondingly. This leads to six equations with the generators of SL(2, C) group, which reads
Again ef (v) here is the signature determined up to a global sign by
for the triangle f shared by the tetrahedra t e and t e .
b. geometrical interpretation
We can define a vector from ξ ef
which is the SU(1, 1) action on the unit time-like vector n 0 = −2i ξ 
which in spin-1 representation reads
Clearly from (D7) and (D10), X ef satisfy the parallel transport equation
and satisfies
The bivector is then again scaled as
The equation (D22) and (D23) then can be written as equations of B f :
Appendix E: Geometric interpretation and reconstruction
In this appendix we summarize the geometric reconstruction theorems for tetrahedron with spacelike triangles only in [12] [13] [14] [15] 21] , and extend them to general tetrahedron may contains also timelike triangles. We start with a single simplex σ v corresponding to a vertex v, and then generalize the result to general simplicial manifold with many simplices. For simplicity, we introduce a short hand notation for a single simplex σ v :
where e i e j represents the face determined by the dual edge e i and e j , and i = 0, 1, ..., 4, and v ij here is the trianlges normal scaled with the area :
ij . Note that here we will assume our boundary data to be a geometric boundary data, which means they satisfy length matching condition and orientation matching condition. The detailed meaning of these conditions will become clear later. The geometric boundary data is necessary to get a Regge like geometric solution. For non-geometric boundary data, there will be at most one solution up to gauge equivalence, which is an analogy to the result in EPRL model [12, 13] .
non-degenerate condtion and classification of the solution
To begin with, we would like to introduce the non-degenerate condition. We will first consider non-degenerate simplicies and then move to degenerate case. For the boundary data, non-degenerate means for a boundary tetrahedron any 3 out of 4 face normal vectors n ef span a 3-dimensional space. With non-degenerate boundary data, for any 3 different edges i, j, k in a 4 simplex one of the following holds
• N ei = ±N ej and N ej = ±N ek ,
The first case can be further proved that leads to all N i are parallel by using the closure constraint of B ij . This result was first proved in [12] and later by [21] .
The only non-degenerate case is then specify by the following non-degeneracy condition
which means any 4 out of 5 normals are linear independent and span a 4 dimensional Minkowski space. Since N e (v) = g ve N 0 , it is easy to see the non-degenerate condition is actually a constraint on {g ve }.
Nondegenerate geometry on a 4-simplex
For simplicity, we start with one 4-simplex σ v in 4 dimensional Minkowski space M = R 4 here. For each 4-simplex σ v dual to the vertex v, we associate it with a reference frame. In this reference frame, the 5 vertices of the 4-simplex
Based on these coordinates, we introduce vectors y i , a as well as covector A in an auxiliary space R 5 ,
where α i ∈ {0, · · · , 5}. With covector A, for k-vectors Ω in R 5 satisfying A Ω = 0, we can identify it with a k-vector in M . For example, since A A Ṽ α0,...,α5 = 0, we then induce a 4-vector in M fromṼ α0,...,α5 ,
This vector is actually 4! times the volume 4-vector of 4-simplex:
is the edge vector related to the oriented edge l αiα0 = [p αi , p α0 ]. Notice that the volume 4-vector comes with a sign respecting to the order of points.
We further define 3-vector and bivector by skipping some points
whereî means omitting i th elements. We have the following properties for V i and B ij
One can further check that B ij can be written as
And one has B 2 ij = ±4A 2 ij with A ij is the area of the corresponding spacelike or timelike triangles in non-degenerate case.
Suppose the volume 4-vector of 4-simplex V 0,...,4 is non-degenerate. In this case any 4 out of 5 y i are linearly independent. One can introduce a dual basisŷ i andỹ i defined bŷ
with properties
y i here can be regarded as covectors belong to M . Withỹ i , we have
Thus covectorsỹ i are conormal to subsimplices V i . And by using Hodge star, we have
where the volume V ol > 0 is the absolute value of the oriented 4-volume
It can be shown that
and the co-frame vector E ij is given by
If the subsimplices V i are non-degenerate, by introducing normalized vectors N i , we can writeỹ i as
where t i = ±1 distinguish spacelike or timelike normals respectively. This leads to
In order to make the normal out-pointing, we redefine the normalized normal vectors N i by
such that N ∆ i are out-pointing.
Reconstruct geometry from non-degenerate critical points
We begin with the reconstruction of normals. Recall in critical point equations (3.81), normals N e satisfying
If there is another normal vector N satisfy the same condition for some edge e, easy to see we have
which means for an edge e, B ef are proportional to each other. This clearly contrary to the fact that we have a non degenerate solution. Thus, for given bivectors which are the solution of the critical point equation, if we require a vector N satisfies
for a edge tetrahedron t e , we then have N = ±N e after normalization. The condition (E24) is sufficient and necessary. Considering a 4-simplex σ v at some vertex v, the critical point equation (3.81) can be written in short hand notation we introducing in (E1) as
Now we give normalized vectors N i satisfying non-degenerate condition. If we require the bivectors satisfy (E25), they are uniquely determined up to a constant λ ∈ R
Here W i ∈ R are non zero and determined by
The proof is stated first in [14] and later [21] . Note that the bivector B ij is independent of the choice of signature of normal vectors N since the sign of W and N will change simultaneously. λ can be fixed up to a sign by the normalization of B ij
Then it can be proved that non-degenerate geometric solution determines 4 simplex specified by bivectors B ∆ uniquely up to shift and inversion such that
where r = ±1 is the geometric Plebanski orientation. The construction can be done as follows. With given 5 normals N i , we take any 5 planes orthogonal to N i . With the non-degeneracy condition, they cut out a 4 simplex ∆ which is uniquely determined up to shifts and scaling. According to (E20) and (E26), bivectors of the reconstructed 4 simplex B ∆ ij related to B ij as
Then the identity of the normalization will determines the scaling up to a sign
where V ol is the 4! volume of the 4-simplex. Let us move to the boundary tetrahedron. Since G e is a SO(1, 3) rotation, it action then keeps the shape of tetrahedrons. Thus the tetrahedron with bivectors B ij = * (v ij ∧ u i ) has the same shape with the tetrahedron with face bivectors B {G} ij = G i * (v ij ∧ u i ). For given v ij , when the boundary data is non-degenerate, we can cut out a tetrahedron with planes perpendicular to v ij in the 3 dimensional Minkowski space orthogonal to u. Clearly, the face bivectors of this tetrahedron satisfy
with λ ij arbitrary real number. However, from the closure constraint, we have
Since ∀ j v ij .u = 0, the above closure equation implies
which according closure with v ij leads to
Thus, for every edge e i , there exists a tetrahedron determined uniquely up to inversion and translation with face bivectors
in the subspace perpendicular to N i with r i = ±1. The edge lengths of the tetrahedron is then determined uniquely by v ij . We denote l i jk 2 the signed square lengths of the edge between faces ij and ik. The length matching condition can be expressed as
The non-degenerate solution exists if and only if the lengths satisfy length matching condition. In case when length matching condition is satisfied, we can write l 2 (ijk) using the missing indices different from i, j, k as l 2 (ml) , with this notation, one introduce lengths Gram matrix of the 4 simplex
The signature of G l corresponds to the signature of reconstructed 4 simplex. We denote the signature as (p, q). Based on G l is degenerate or not, we have
• If G l is non degenerate, then there exist a unique up to rotation, shift and reflection non degenerate 4 simplex with signature (p, q). There are two non-equivalent 4 simplex up to rotations and shift. The normals of two reconstructed 4 simplicies {N i } and {N i } are related by
• If G l is degenerate, then there exist a unique up to rotation and shift degenerate 4 simplex with signature (p, q). The 4 volume in this case is 0.
The signature here is related to the signature of boundary tetrahedron. For all boundary tetrahedra being timelike, the possible signatures are Lorentzian (− + ++), split (− + +−) or degenerate (− + +0). For all boundary tetrahedra being spacelike, the possible signatures are Lorentzian (− + ++), Euclidean (+ + ++) or degenerate (0 + ++). For boundary data contains both spacelike and timelike tetrahedra, the only possible reconstructed 4 simplex is in Lorentzian signature (− + ++).
Gauge equivalent class of solutions
Suppose we have a non-degenerate geometric boundary data and the 4 volume is non-degenerate, then we can reconstruct geometric non-degenerate 4-simplex up to orthogonal transformations. Suppose we have this reconstructed 4-simplex with geometric bivectors B ∆ ij with normals N ∆ i . From these normals, we can introduce
. Thus these are nothing else but normals of faces of the ith tetrahedron recovered from bivectors B ∆ ij . Easy to check that we have
Note that there are only 4 independent conditions out of 5. We would like compare these group elements G ∆ i obtained from B ∆ ij with G i from critical point solution. From reconstruction of bivectors and normals, we know that
where (−1) s with s ∈ {0, 1} and s i ∈ {0, 1}. The condition leads to
Since
which implies
Since there is only one reconstructed 4 simplex up to rotations from O, thus two G ∆ solutions are related by
which means
This condition reminds us to introduce an orientation matching condition for boundary data where the reconstructed 4 simplex have
We call the boundary data as the geometric boundary data if it satisfy the length matching condition and orientation matching condition. After we choose reconstructed 4 simplex, we have fixed the value of s by
and it is Plebanski orientation. However s i is still arbitrary. With (E46) and (E47), we can identify the geometric solution and reconstructed 4-simplicies. Up to SO rotations, there are two reconstructed 4 simplices. The two classes of simplicies solutions are related by reflection respect to any normalization 4 vector e α
With the gauge choice that G i ∈ SO + (1, 3), we can rewrite (E53) as
such thatG i ∈ SO + (1, 3). It is direct to see r i = 0 for u timelike and r i = 1 for u spacelike.
Simplicial manifold with many simplicies
The above interpretation and reconstruction are with in single 4-simplex case. Now we will generalize the result to simplicial manifold with many simplicies. We will consider two neighboring 4 simplicies where there corresponding center v and v are connected by a dual edge e = (v, v ). For a short hand notation, we will use prime to represent the parallel transported bivector and normals from simplex with center v to v, e.g. N i = G vv N i (v ). We denote the edge e = (v, v ) as e 0 .
Since N e (v) = G ve u and N e (v ) = G v e u, we have N e (v) = G vv N e (v ) for G = (v, v ). From the reconstruction theorem, with (E43), we have
with the fact ef (v) = − ef (v ), we have
where B ∆ 0i is the geometric bivector corresponds to the triangle f dual to face determined by e, e i , e i . Now similar to (??), we can define
(E56) now reads
From (E55) and (E59), with the fact that, v
Compare with (E58),
where s and s is determined by (−1) s = r(v) and (−1)
One can check that the (E61) can be written as
which coincide with the geometric solution for single simplex. Note that, after fixing a pair of compatible values of s and s , another pair of compatible values are given by s + 1 and s + 1 due to the common tetrahedron t e shared by two 4 simplices. This is nothing else but reflecting simtounesly every 4 simplex connects with each other. Then according to (E53), these two possible non gauge equivalent solutions are related bỹ 
where a i are some coefficients s.t.
whereã i are coefficients s.t. iỹ i = −ỹ 0 . We then have . Thus (E64) leads to
where we define a sign factor µ e := −(−1) s0+s 0 sgn(V V ). One can see that, for a edge E lm in the tetrahedron t e shared by σ v and σ v , we have
The equation thus implies the co-frame vectors on all edges of tetrahedron t e at neighboring vertices v and v are related by
, the relation is a direct consequence of (E61) with the factr(v) =r(v ) =r. This relation shows that, the vectors E in a tetrahedron shared by two 4 simplicies σ v and σ v satisfies
where g l1l2 is the induced metric on the tetrahedron and it is independent of v. If the oriented volume of these two neighboring 4-simplices are come with the same signature, i.e. sgn(V (v)) = sgn(V (v )), We can associated a reference frame in each 4 simplex σ v and the frame transformation is given by Ω vv = µ e G vv ∈ SO(1, 3). The matrix Ω e=(v,v ) is a discrete spin connection compatible with the co-frame then. Note that, sincer(v) = r(v)sgn(V (v)) is a global sign, globally orienting sgn(V (v)) will make r = r(v) a global orientation on the dual face. Let us go back to the original geometric rotation Ω ∆ vv . Suppose we orient consistently all pairs of 4 simplicies on the simplicial complex K. We then choose a sub-complex with boundary such that, with in it the oriented volume sgn(V ) is a constant. Then for the holonomy along edges of an internal face, we have
while for a boundary face,
where n is the number of internal edges belong to the face f . Here µ e = I n e∈f I se = ±1, s e=(v,v ) = s ve + s ve is independent from orientation.
Suppose the edges of the triangle due to face f is given by E l1 (v) and E l2 (v), then from (E69) and (E71-E72), we have
For the normals N 0 (v) and N 1 (v) which othrognal to the triangle due to f , from (E67) and (E71-E72), we have
For boundary faces with boundary tetrahedron t en and t e0 , similarly, we have
6. Flipped signature solution and vector geometry Now let us consider degenerate case, where the 4 volume is 0 and G i can be gauge fixed to its subgroup G i ∈ SO(1, 2) for timelike tetrahedron. In this case, the 4-normals of boundary tetrahedra are then gauge fix to be ∀ i N i = u. We can introduce a auxiliary space M 4 with metric g µν from M 4 by flipping the norm of u g µν = g µν − 2u µ u ν (E76)
where g µν is the metric in M 4 . We will use prime to all the operations in M 4 . For the norm of u, we have t = u · u, t = −t = u · u (E77)
Notice that for the subspace V orthogonal to u, the restriction of both scalar product coincide. Thus for vectors in V we can use both scalar product. The Hodge dual operation satisfies * 2 = − * 2 = t = −t . For the subspace V , we can introduce maps Φ
where B is a bivector in M 4 . Clear for a vector v ∈ V , we have
The map Φ ± naturally induce a map from G ∈ SO(2, 2) to the subgroup h ∈ SO(1, 2), which defined by
Easy to see when G = h ∈ SO(1, 2), we have Φ ± (h) = h. And one can further prove that the condition is sufficient and necessary as shown in [21] .
Clearly for given bivectors B , we can always build unique G i ∈ SO(M ) (up to I si ) which constitute a SO(M ) solution. In summary we see that there is an 1-1 correspondence between
• pair of two non-gauge equivalent vector geometries,
• geometric SO(M ) non-degenerate solution.
The two vector geometries are obtained from SO(M ) solutions {g ve } as g ± ve = Φ ± (g ve ). This is the flipped signature case for a Gram matrix with given geometric boundary data. For example, with all boundary tetrahedra timelike, the signature of reconstructed non-degenerate 4 simplex is split (− + +−).
From the reconstruction for non-degenerate solutions, we have the orientation matching condition for the geometric group elements G ∆± ∈ O(V ) where
One can show that, in flipped signature case, this condition becomes
Since the critical point solutions are in 1-1 correspondence with reconstructed 4 simplicies up to reflection and shift. As a direct result from (E53), for non-degenerate boundary data satisfying length matching condition and orientation matching condition, there are two gauge inequivalent solutions corresponding to reflected 4 simplicies which are related byG = R u GR u (E86) whereG and G represent two gauge equivalent series. Two non-equivalent geometric SO(M ) non-degenerate solutions then satisfy
Finally, when the SO(M ) solution is degenerate, we can assume N i = u by gauge transformations. In this case, we see Φ + (G) = Φ − (G) = h. Thus the vector geometries are gauge equivalent. The inverse is also true. When the vector geometries are gauge equivalent, we have Φ + (G) = Φ − (G), which means there exists G i (uniquely up to gauge transformations) such that after gauge transformations N i = G i u = u. This corresponds to the degenerate reconstructed 4 simplex with zero 4-volume.
Appendix F: Derivation of rotation with dihedral angles
In this appendix, we prove the following equation 
For N i , N j are timelike and the signature of plane span by N i ∧ N j is mixed in flipped signature case, we have 
where we define t := N I N I . Easy to see for a vector v in N i ∧ N j plane,
which leads to
Let us introduce spacetime rotations Ω ∈ SO ± (1, 3). For connected components in Lorentzian group, two group elements Ω and Ω are equal is they satisfy
The space rotation can be written using bivectors as
and for spacelike normal vectors we have
Tr(Ω ij ) = 2 cos(2θ ij ) = 2(2 cos 2 (θ ij ) − 1) = 4(N i · N j ) 2 − 2 (F13) while for timelike normal vectors span a mixed signature plane, Ω is a boost,
Tr(Ω ij ) = 2 cosh(2θ ij ) = 2(2 cosh
Notice that here |N i ∧ N j | is defined as
Thus in both case we have
where θ ij is angle between normals and related to the dihedral angle by (7.1) and (7.2).
In this path, the function f (t) = 
which leads to ∆φ eve f (1) = (r ve + r ve )π mod 2π since we have (2X f ) 2 = 1. We shall consider a subgraph of spin network which contains those odd n links. The subgraph has even valence nodes. Thus we can decompose into Euler cycles. In those cycles every link of odd n will appears exactly once. For a Euler cycle consisting edges with odd n, every edge will be counted twice, thus we have Also, from the fact that two geometrical solution is gauge equivalent ∀ eGve = GG ve , we have R Ne R N e = G ve (G e vGve ) −1 G e v = 1, thus Θ f (1) =r f π mod 2π,r f =r ve +r ve ∈ {0, 1} .
which can be fixed again using Euler cycles as for ∆φ. The path can be achieved by deforming solutions in the following way: First choose a timelike plane with simple normalized bivector V at some vertex v satisfies
The path is made by contracting the two directions in * V , and we donate the t = 1 as the limit for contracting directions to 0. From above condition we have lim t→1 B f exist and keep nonzero. The dual action of the shrinking on geometric normal vectors N ∆ also have a limit which is their normalized components lying in * V plane (after normalization). By suitable definition of boundary data, we can assume G ve (1) = lim →1 G ve (t) exist. Now we end up with a highly degenerate 4-simplex which contained in a 2d plane and all bivectors are proportional to V .
b. split signature case
The treatment concerning degenerate solutions following the similar method. Start form the non-degenerate boundary data, where normals of triangles of boundary tetrahedra are given by v 0 ef and area of these triangles are related to spins n f /2. Suppose from these boundary data, we can reconstruct a non-degenerate 4-simplex in flipped signature space M . In this case, we have two non-gauge equivalent solutions {g ± ve }. We define the following path g ± ve (t), v ef (t), u(t) = u = (0, 0, 0, 1)
T ,
where ∀eg • ∀t ∈ [0, 1] boundary data is non-degenerate, e.g. the boundary tetrahedron is non-degenerate,
• ∀t = 1 solutions {g ± ve } are non-gauge equivalent thus we have a non-degenerate reconstructed 4-simplex in M
• for t = 1, the reconstructed 4-simplex is degenerate in M . Now the constant function f (t) ∈ {0, π} reads The path is built by the following way: We choose a spacelike normal such that, in flipped signature space
The path is then made by contracting in the direction of N in the flipped space M . The contraction leads to a continuos path of non-degenerate solutions in M until t = 1 where the 4-simplex is degenerate.
